











































































By Marcus Ulrich 
Staff 
Writer  
Creating  art out of 
2,000 -degree 
molten





 glass blowing resi-
dent artists such
 as James Feige 
come in. 
"They are artists who come to the 
school for a short time to show us 
what they do," said
 Darrell Gray, a 
technician for the glass 
blowing stu-
dio located in the Industrial Studies 
Building at San 
Jose State 
University. 
Gray said they usually get 
one 
resident artist
 each year. 
With hands 
that would make 
many
 surgeons jealous, glass 
blow-
ers demonstrate to students the 
skills necessary
 to master a craft 
that dates
 back thousands of years. 
"You need someone who's
 a good 
instructor to 
correct  your tech-
nique," said Kristan







molten  glass can rapidly 
change  consistency. 
"For somebody who 
doesn't
 have 
the skill level to 
execute
 something 
in glass, I 
do it for them," 
said Feige, 
the only current
 resident artist 
working 
with
 glassblowing students. 
The 




 who want access to 
a glass studio. 
"From the point
 of view of the 
artist, you 
are  not likely to have 
your  own studio," 
said Robert 
Millnes, who is the 
director  of the 
School of 
Art  and Design. 
Many
 students are drawn to 
glassblowing because of its 
unique 
qualities as a medium. 
"It's all the colors 









Wheatley  said. "You can do 
anything 
with  glass. It's just such an 
incredible medium."
 
While painters and 
sculptors  fre-
quently work by themselves, work-
ing with molten glass often
 requires 
the 
teamwork  of two people. 
"You need to work 
as a team in 
order to accomplish anything signif-
icant," McDonald said. 














 poses at his work station
 in the Industrial 
Studies  Building. 





glass,  but said 
that
 such collab-
oration is common 
in
 the art world. 
"There may 
be three people work-
ing
 on a piece, but 
generally  it's one 
person's vision," 
Millnes  said. 
Teamwork is not all 
that
 is often 
needed to blow glass. 






"It requires intense concentra-
tion,"  said Bill Zschaler, a retired 




 said it is also difficult
 




 all the energy out of 
you,"
 Wheatley said. "I heard you 
lose a liter of water 
an hour." 
The idea of shaping molten
 glass 
into objects
 first appeared in ancient 
Mesopotamia, according to Zschaler. 
"When it first started, glass 
was 
more





 each semester at 
SJSU  
with about 15 
people








pumpkins  Oct. 19 to 21 
in front of the 
Student  Union to 
raise funds. 
(Above) A hand
-blown  glass pumpkin is slowly removed
 from a 
furnace as it nears completion.
 The glass is heated to more
 than 
2,000 degrees to a molten 
state, and requires a delicate, steady 
hand  to manipulate. 
(Right) James 
Feige blows gently into a hand-crafted pumpkin 
that will be sold at an artist guild sale 
between October 
1910
 21, in 
front of the San Jose State University 
Student Union. 
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After  faculty and staff 
voiced their 
concerns over the 
closing of Lot 4 and 
Lot 20, a decision
 was made to keep 
them open, according
 to Alfonso 




Construction on Lot 20, located on 
South Eighth Street, was initially slat-
ed to start on Oct. 1. The lot will be con-
verted  
to
 the Child Care 
Center  for the 
university. 
DeAlba said because the parking sit-
uation has students, faculty and staff 
struggling to find parking space, the lot 
will close in December instead. 
"A couple of people called and com-
plained," DeAlba said. "They said we 




 were experiencing." 
The decision was 
made to postpone 
the construction on the lot. However, 
according to DeAlba,
 the lot will close 
down 
for "a couple of hours 
every  few 
days." 
"The lot will be 
shut
 down for surveys 
and other 
environmental  studies," 
DeAlba 
said. 
Construction crews and environmen-
tal engineers will be digging holes to 
determine soil type and foundation. 
According
 to DeAlba,
 A.S. will try
 to 
let people know in advance when the lot 
will be shutting down. 
There are approximately 150 park-
ing spaces for faculty and staff in the 
lot. After the closing, those who park 
there now 
will have to park elsewhere. 
"The faculty and staff will most like-
ly try to find parking at the Seventh 
Street  Garage," DeAlba said. 
After the center is built, there will be 
24 spaces
 available. According to 




off their children 
will be able
 to park in the drop
 zone, 
which
 will have a 15 -minute
 maximum. 
According to Lt. Bruce 
Lowe  of the 
University
 Police Department, Lot 4 
will be closed next 
semester. Lot 4 is on 




 the lot is 
closed,
 a number 
of 










classes.  There 
are 154 parking

















































































musical heartless, pathetic 
Even




 spending much 
of her private 
life
 fleeing the 
paparazzi and 
escaping  the media, 






musical called "Die, 
Die,  
Diana" 
should stir some controver-
sy on campus due
 to its content. 
According to 
its  author, Scott 
Sublett, a play about the
 deceased 
princess is perfect. 




 on Sept. 4, Sublett 
said,  She makes an 
excellent 
candidate
 for a satire 
because
 she is "more 
pathetic 
than
 a tragic figure." 
I'll tell you what's
 pathetic. 
Pathetic
 is making a mockery 
of
 the precious life of 
one of the most charitable 




knows  that Diana loved 
children,  but 
her charitable
 endeavors were 
incomparable.  
According to an article 
published in People magazine
 
weeks after
 her death, the Princess
 of Wales logged 
thousands of miles visiting
 the sick and elderly. After
 all 
was said and done, she contributed
 to over 80 charities. 
Diana was not just 
another  "working royal" 
striving  for 
publicity.
 
Princess  Diana even 
embraced  AIDS patients,
 
learned sign language
 to address a deaf 
association  and 
visited sick patients
 to help in any way 
she  could. 
Haven't
 people made enough
 money off her 
death?  
There are 
already hundreds of 





 dedicated a CD which
 flew up the 
pop charts as 
soon
 as it hit stores. 
John was probably 
one of 
the  few sincere artists 




 a good friend's death  
not  a handsome paycheck. 
However, 
Sublett's
 controversial play 
"Die, Die, 
Diana" takes 
the cake. God only 
knows  what his moti-
vation is. 
He said the musical
 is about the 
political  
assassination 
of the Princess 
of




 is told through 




 He added that 
the paparazzi 









kidding  me? 
How about 
treating  the 









 he is not 
exploiting  the 
death
 of one of 
the 
most  revered 
women  on the 
planet. 
"Throughout 
the history of 








"It's  not an 
exploitation.
 It is a 
duty."  
How about the 
duty to interpret 
history in its true 
form? I'm not 




 correct, but 
can't it at least 
come close? 
"SJSU 
was the only 
place  that had the 
guts to do the 
show," 
Sublett
 said in the 
September  article. 
The theatre
 department seems 
to think that since 
we
 
are students at a 





I, on the 
other hand, have a deep 
feeling
 that this play 
will be about 
as welcomed on campus as 
this stupid joint 
library 
and the parking dilemmas
 it might cause. 
Doug 







 on a personal 
level, 
like if you
 had personal 
attachments to the person,
 it 
would be inappropriate. If it's 
meant to be funny, then
 go 
for it. I'm all for comedy. If it 
offends a lot of people, then 








be a public figure 
and put yourself out there, 























































































needed  a 
trip to 
Dallas 
like he needed 
a hole in the 
head."  
Tasteless, 
sure.  A 
way
 to deal 





given in our 




event,  and 
we'll
 find a way 
to mock it. It's our





 coming to San
 Jose State 
University,  titled "Die, 
Die,
 Diana" will do. 
Maybe  it won't. Maybe it 
will throw Diana, her 
family 
and every other weirdo
 in her life into a pan 
and  fry 
them.  Humor is also a way 
of taking our sacred cows 
and  
reminding us that 
they're really hamburger.
 
Face it. "Die, Die, 
15iana"  is not about the life of a 
saint.
 
Since her death last year in France
 after being chased by 
paparazzi, Diana's accomplishments in life have been 
overblown. 
The current view is that Diana led a 
fairy tale life, 
marred  only by her disillusionment with her marriage. 
She's now remembered for her efforts against land mines, 
poverty, sickness and eating disorders. 
No one seems to remember she was born into an aris-
tocratic family where poverty and sickness were never 
known. Many say 
she  was born into a broken family and 
understood pain and suffering.
 I doubt it. 
Diana never 
had to beg for a meal. She never had 
to 
dress in rags. She certainly never
 went hungry. It's funny 
that people don't see the irony that Diana 
was "fighting 
hunger" while doing
 the old binge -and -purge. 
Diana did donate money to charity, but give it a rest. 
She didn't die treating the sick and wounded in India, 
like Mother Teresa, one of the few real saints in this cen-
tury. She died in a Mercedes
 Benz in the company of an 
Arab prince. Despite the poor and needy who still cover 
the four corners 





wonder  Scott Sublett, who 
wrote  "Die, Die, Diana," 
decided to skewer the whole situation.
 It was a real life 
joke. 
It's time to 
face  the reality of Diana. She
 was an adul-
terating, pampered 
and boorish rich person 
surrounded  
by 
more  of the same. 
Most people by this 
point  will be screaming
 that this is 
blasphemy,
 which is pretty hard 




 butt. Get a 
grip.  
Go see "Die, 
Die,  Diana" and 
have
 a good laugh 
at one 
of the 
weird  lives in 
history.  If you 
really
 are a die-hard
 
(excuse the 
pun)  Diana fan, 
maybe  this show 
will  let you 
see
 the side of her
 that other 








then  go back and 
bury your head 
in the sand. 
You're
 
not ready to 
come out into the 
real world yet. If 
your 
sense of humor
 hasn't been 
surgically  removed,
 try again 
later. 
As
 for the land 
mines  and the 
poverty
 that are still 
out  
there, go out 
and do something 
about it yourself. 
If you want
 to get rid of a 
few  land mines, 
Diana can 
still help.
 Roll her old 
bones  through a 
few  mine fields. 
That 
ought to set a couple
 of them off. 
Now if you 
can  find the humor
 in that, go 
buy  a ticket. 
Scott
 Shuey is  the 
Spartan  Daily 
executive  editor 










 death for 
comedic
 purposes.' 
"I think it's immoral 
because someone's
 life is pre-
cious to other people. 
Nobody's life should be 
a 




depends  if it's in good 
fun. 
It
 also depends on who 
the person you're making fun 
of 
is." 






 on display who 
has  





















Mathew  Mardesich Juliet Soto Lorimer 











































David  Lee 
Roth,
 tight pants
 and all. 
It all start-
ed 









 since one 
of








the  newsroom 
into a Las 
Vegas  
nightclub










Mode  and U2.
 
After spending 
hours fine-tuning my 
act, I have 
come  to the conclusion that 
sitting on 
my front porch, yelling at kids 
to get off my lawn and 
telling  stories 
about






\  11) Iii 
iii 
This is not good. 
The radio station has been a precursor of my 
being out of touch with today's youth while forc-
ing me to become a grumpy 
old  man. I am 
sitting
 
on the porch 
and  I am ready to fume, so hold on. 
1) Cars. Back in my day, my 
car  only needed 
one thing. A 
good  stereo system. I could drive a 
Ford Pinto, but as long as I 
could set off car 
alarms and 
scare old people listening to  
Lawrence Welk, I was a 
happy  man. So when it 
comes to car clubs, I am at a loss to 
find
 the logic 
in them. 
Putting stickers such as "Racing Designs" or 
"The Car Club that puts Chrome on Every
 Single 
Car Accessory" is a waste of time. 
What about the music? They won't be heard in 
those cars. Instead the drivers put in weak 4 -
cylinder 
engines  that sound like weed whackers. 
The 
last  straw is the club members actually rac-
ing their little 4 -bangers. Back in 
my day, if you 
wanted to race you 
bought cars with 8 -cylinder 
engines.
 
You damn whippersnappers. 
2) Dance clubs. I 
can't get with techno and 
house 
music. Hell, I can't even dance to it. Even
 
though I tear up the
 rug like Bill Cosby, the thing 
that 
really
 steams my beans are guys 
who  feel 
the need to stare me 
down. They take 
every opportunity in trying to give 
me hard looks 
to show they are "The 
Man." 
I don't know, but back in my day I 
would go to clubs and look at women 
and give them looks to show them I 
was The Man - it never really 
worked 
though.
 I don't know about 
guys today. Maybe they don't fight 
enough. From 
my experience, making 
sweet love by the fire is a lot more 
enjoyable than getting your face 
busted in day in and day out. I am a 
small guy, I 
should  know. 
You disrespectful kids. 
3) Pretty 
boys. What the hell are 
you
 doing? Back in my day guys would
 throw on 
a shirt, put on 
some
 jeans, put on their kicks, 
check their sag 
level and walk out the door. The 
whole process would 
entail  a span of five minutes. 
Today, guys spend more 
time on their pretty little 
hair than most girls. Pretty
 boys do not know how 
to talk to women either. 
When  they are not star-
ing at 
guys




 groups to ogle over women saying
 how they 
are going to hit on 
them. When they finally do, 
their lines are the ones 
I used to say in kinder-
garten. 
"Excuse
 me. I just have to 




Maybe being an old 
guy isn't such a bad thing. 
I could 
ask little girls if they 
wanted
 some candy, 
wear
 diapers and touch myself
 in public. 
Anything 
would  be better than driving
 a plastic 
Honda, 
checking  out guys and 
saying  lines such 
as, "Did it hurt 
when  you fell from 
heaven?"
 
Now, if you 
will excuse me, I 






Jon Perez is 
the  Spartan Dailv managing 
editor
 
His column appears every Wednesday. 
1,I.  F RS 
To









 like to respond to the
 
1 concerns 
about  the proposed 
joint library raised 
by Carleen 
O'Halloran  in her 
recent  letter 
to the
 editor. The city 
will build 
a 
new  parking structure 
across 





will not use 
university  parking. 
The joint library 
agreement  
guarantees there
 will be no 
reduction in current library 




 come from con-
struction bonds 
that are totally 




 budget and 
will have no impact 
on
 tuition. 
The  city and the 
university  
have also 
agreed  to several pro-
visions 
that
 will ensure that 
faculty and 
students have 
access to the 
books they need 
for their classes.
 We will con-




 and  students
 will 
be able to 
recall books they 
need. If public 
usage  of books 
in a particular 
subject area 
becomes so heavy 
that  it cre-
ates
 a problem for students,
 
the 




 the university to solve the 
problem. Those
 solutions might 
include 
purchasing  more books 
on the topic or limiting the 
time that books can 
be bor-
rowed.
 If these approaches 
don't 
work,  the university will 
have the right 
to limit the bor-
rowing privileges of the public 
in order to ensure
 that stu-
dents have 
the materials they 
need. 




 San Jose 
State University 
students  with 
not just 
equal,  but better 
library services 





 for growth for 
the  
next 25 years 
and will more 
than double the 
number of 




 more group study 
rooms and 
improved  computer 
technology The





that  can provide study 
space for 
students  after the 
rest of the 
library  closes. We 






the  university and our 
abili-
ty to raise funds  
to support the 
library in future years. 
Linda Bain 






























Opinion page policies 
Readers are encouraged to express themaelves
 on the Opinion page with 
a Letter to 
the Editor. 
A Letter to the 
Editor is a 200 -word response to an insue or point of view 
that has 
appeared  in the 
Spartan  Daily 
Submissions become the 
property of the Spartan Daily and may be 
edit-
ed for clarity, 
grammar,
 libel and length. Submissions must contain the 
author's 
name, 
address,  phone number,





 put in the Letters to the Editor box









 or mailed 
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guest  speaker from 5:30 - 7 
p.m. in the 
Campus
 Ministry 
Center  at the corner 
of 
10th and San Carloe streets, across 
form the residence 
halls.
 For more 
information, 




 fair from 
10 a.m. - 3 pan
 in the Student Union 
Ballroom. For more
 information, call 
924-6033. 
Sikh Students  
Association 
Meeting at 2:30 p.m. in 
the Student 
Union's 
Pacheco  Room. 
For  more infor-
mation, 
call flagon Singh al 
407-7900.  
School of 
Art and Design 
Student  galleries art 
exhibits  from 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m in the 
Art  and 
Industrial Arts 
buildings.  Fur more 
information,  call Scott 
or
 Jenny at 924-
4330. 
SJSU Ballroom 
Dance  Club 
Advanced
 beginning and 
intermedi-
ate salsa from 7 
- 9 p III. in Spartan 
Complex 
East
 Room 89. For more 
iniOrmation, call Carmen









 on carters from 
8:30 
a.m. - 230 p m. 
in front of the Student 
Union For more 






General body meeting 
at 6:30 p.m. 
in Duncan Hall Room 
505. For more 
information, call Arneeaha 
924-7309. 
Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week 
Film: "The Celluloid Closet" at 6 
p.m. in Washington Square
 Hall Room 
109. For more information, call Martha 






Bible study at 7:30 
p.m. in the 
Student Union's Costanoan
 Room. For 
more information, call Eli at (510)
 770-
1903. 
Library Donations and 
Sales Unit 
Ongoing book vale from 10 a.m. - 3 
p.m in the Clark 
Library  lobby and 
Wahlquiet
 Library North Room 408. 
Fur more information, call 
924-2705. 
Re -Entry Advisory Program 
(REAP) 
Brown
 bag lunch: Communication
 
in the 90's: Respectful
 Speech from 12 - 
1:30 
p.m. in the Student Union's 
Pacheco 
Room.  For more information, 
call Jane 
135,rd  at 
924-6960.
 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Daily 
mass from 1210 12:36 p.m. 
and Faith Series: 
Euthanasia  from 6 - 




at the corner of 10th 
and San 




 call Ginny or Father
 Bob at 
938-1610.
 
Theatre Arts Studio 
Hour 
A Rap 
Studio Hour San 
Jose 
Repertory






p.m. in Hal Todd Theatre 





1035 For more 
information, call 
Buddy  Butter at 924-
4664. 
Child 









Hall  Room 410 





Room  118 New 
members 




Michelle  at 
379-









awareness.  All 
golden key 
members 
come  by and 
meet  your 
regional
 director from 
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
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Immediate  
Interview  with 
our  
management  













If you are between the ages of 21 and 32 and in 
good health, 
you  can expenence the reward 
-\ and satisfaction of helping another woman 
-1v%  
to conceive. It is the most heartfelt gift one 
'No A  
can give.
 Our Medical Family spectalizes 
in the treatment of 
infertility.
 We help 
.I
 










Kristin  (510)  
867-1800  ext. 122 
Reproductive Science Center of the Bay Area 
3160
 
Crow  Canyon Road, Ste. 
















 over 100 Graduate 
School  Representatives 
Learn how to prepare for the GRE tests 
Attend










Registration begins at 800 a in  
Workshops
 begin at 8 30 an, Graduate school 
exhibits 
open  from 1000 a rn - 




Admission 85.00 or bring  this 
ad
 and get In FREIl 
For more Information. call 1409-771-7870 
Or 
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Blackjack dealer Jennifer Posey, a major in recreation and 
leisure 
studies, prepares to hit one of the student players at the Spartan 
Casino. The midday casino located in the Spartan Complex 
breeze -
h' i ',gnu 
I. .ri 
way was sponsored by the recreation and leisure studies depart 
ment. Spartan dice and blackjack vvere the two games that students 















































































































































































of all the activity 
that  is happen-
ing on campus. 
"A lot of 
things are going on," 
Lowe  said. 'There's construction, 
and all the people
 involved with 
that are needing 
parking
 spaces. 
The residence halls are also full 
and a lot 
of
 those residents need 
parking. Enrollment is also up, 









RIVERSIDE (AP)  A former 
municipal worker opened fire in 
a City 
Hall
 council chamber 
today, shooting the mayor and 
two council 
members  before 
wounding a policeman as he tried 
to flee, authorities said. 
The gunman was wounded in 
a gun battle with police and 
another policeman was hit by 




The shooting began about 8 
a.m. as the City Council was 
preparing to 
meet  in a City Hall 
annex, some 60 miles
 east of Los 
Angeles.
 
Councilman Chuck Beaty was 
struck in 
the  face and shoulder 
during the initial burst of gun-




 Police Chief Jerry 
Carroll said. Councilwoman 




Loveridge  was 
treated and released
 at a nearby 
hospital
 after being grazed by a 
bullet. 
it was surrealistic, something 
you would 
see in a movie or tele-
vision," 
the 
mayor said. "And you 
also recognize 
that you may or 
may not leave the room, ... that 
this may be your final 
testimoni-





"Godspeed to those 
who were 
seriously  wounded 
today." 
Police immediately responded 
when the gunfire was heard. 
Police
 Sgt. Wally 
Rice was 
wounded in the lower 
abdomen 
and was in 
surgery,










 identified the 
gunman 
as Joseph L. 
Neale,
 48. a former 
city employee 




meetings.  He was 
taken to 
Riverside  County 
Regional Medical 
Center  in 
Moreno Valley. The 
extent




 Neale filed a 
lawsuit 
challenging the city for firing
 him 
from his part-time job with
 the 
Parks 
Department.  He  
worked
 
for the city 
from 1989 to 
1994.  In 
the  lawsuit, he claimed 
he was 
discriminated against on the 
basis of age and race. 
The 
Riverside  Press -
Enterprise
 said Neale was 
most 
recently employed 









after the shooting. 
"I recognize that the
 event 
raises  questions about
 the safety 
of all of us 
in public office.
 This is 
something
 we will be 
looking  at 
in our city 





































































































































crunch  'to 










































A.S. is not 
responsible  for the 
distribution  of 
parking 








spaces,"  De 
Alba






dents  with the 






 located at sever-
al light rail, 
bus  and train park-
ing lots. 
"Everyone
 can park 
there  for 
free," 
DeAlba said.
 'They can 
ride 
to
 school for free, 
without 
the
 hassle of finding
 parking 
around 
campus.  Their 
number  of 
spaces is 
almost
 double the 
amount  of spaces
 we have." 








I tottation, all 

















When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree. And that's the 
level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon. 
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower -Raytheon Systems 
Company,





Raytheon  E-Systems, 
Raytheon  TI Systems
 and Hughes  Aircraft. 
The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology
 to the limit. And 
we're looking for engineers who wont to push the envelope. Brook new 
ground. 
Make their mark. 
Al Raytheon, you'll take technology -and your career -to the highest possible 
level. You'll take 
it
 to the Nth. 
We 
have  a lot to tell you about the new 
Raytheon  SystemsCompany
 and the 
exciting opportunities we
 have
 available. Plan on 
visiting our booth at your 
college career fair. If you 
are  unable to attend the fair then check out our website 
at www.rayjobs.com and please send 
your  resume to: Raytheon Resume 
Processing
 Center, PO. Sox 660246, 
MS
-201, Dallas, TX 75266. 
Raytheon  
4 





































































































































had  10 guys 
on the field
 
and I yelled 
at





football  coach 
Dave  
Baldwin said 
after  game. "How 
about that, a freshman, 
first 
time 
he touches the ball ... 
goes  
the distance. 
That's an ESPN 
highlight." 
Not bad for a kid who 
had 
surgery on his 
right  knee to 
repair a torn anterior cruciate 
ligament as well as a 
medial
 col-
lateral ligament eight months 
earlier. 
LeBlanc, a running back at 
Bellarmine High School, tore his 
knee up in his last prep game 
against Live Oak High School. 
"I was a tailback on a sweep 
and got hit 
directly
 (on my knee) 
with a helmet," he said. 
LeBlanc, who was a highly 
touted prospect not only in foot-
ball but baseball as well, said 
after 
the surgery a lot of the 
recruiting calls just
 stopped. 
"Some Pac-10 schools dropped 
out as well as Air Force and 
Rutgers and some Division I -AA 
schools,"
 LeBlanc 
said. "But San 
Jose still came 
after me, still 
wanted me." 
So he decided on hometown 
SJSU, where
 he said he can 
sometimes
 have up to 
30 people 
 his own 
Spartan Army
watching 
him at home games. 
"It's nice to have family and 
friends ... who 
watched
 me grow 
up .. watch me play," he said. 
LeBlanc 
never  doubted that 
he'd play this fall. 
"I started working 
out with 
Pitt (strength 
and  conditioning 
coach Jeff 
Pittman)  over the 
summer,"
 LeBlanc said. 
Before 
his  knee 
operation,
 
LeBlanc's 40 -yard 
dash time was 
clocked at 4.48 
seconds. After 
going under 
the knife, he 
read routes," Lubick said. 
"You 
expect a freshman
 to be shy and 
nervous, but he's 




explosive  speed, 
LeBlanc has six receptions for 44 
yards and has 
added 62 more 
yards on kickoff 
returns. A 50 -
plus
 yard catch that was 
called  
back on 
a penalty against 
Virginia Saturday proved 
that
 
LeBlanc has big play capabili-
ties. 
"The most impressive things 
about Casey is his potential," 
Lubick
 said. "He hasn't reached 
it yet." 
The exciting thing for
 Spartan 
football fans is the core of young 




building  for the 
I came to the
 home games and followed 
the program and felt it was on 
the  rise. 
It (the
 program) doesn't get any 
respect.






dropped a mere tenth of a 
second  
to 4.58. 
"He never shied 
away from 
contact and (at the end of fall 
practice)
 graded as our highest 
receiver," Baldwin said. 
The decision to play LeBlanc 
wasn't tough 
for Baldwin, who 
said he had initially considered 
redshirting the 
freshman  during 
summer practice because of the 
injury. 
The fact that he graded high-
er than
 even returning All-WAC 
receiver Oliver Newell was a 
shock to wide receiver coach 
Matt Lubick, but what really 
amazed him was that LeBlanc 
was primarily a 
running
 back in 
high school. 
"He has never really 




The men's team finished 
12th
 




Corvallis,  Ore. 
San Jose State University 
had a 54 -hole team score of 888 
on the par 72,6,933 -yard course. 
University of California Los 
Angeles won the tournament 
with a team score of 856. 
Spartans Brandon Kearney, 
Brett Foulds and John Witherall 
tied for 39th place individually. 
The women's team is in 17th 
place out of 18 
teams after the 
first round of the Bama Fall 
Preview Women's Golf 
Tournament in Tulsa, Okla. The 
first round was delayed due to 
rain. 
Volleyball 
Spartan setter Michelle 
Sarkees was named the 
Western  
Athletic
 Conference volleyball 
player
 of the week for the Pacific
 
Division after
 she led her team 
to a 3-0 win





match,  Sarkees 
had 43 































 in the 
country  
















Spartan  women's team 
finished fifth out of 29 teams in 
the 5,000 meter race at the 
Stanford Invitational 
cross  
country meet Saturday. Allison 
Kegley recorded the best time 
(18:42) for the Spartans and 
placed 10th individually. Janina 
CraM had the second best time 
(19:00) and placed 14th. 
The men's team finished 12th 
out of 21 teams in the 
8,000 
meter race. Kolvira Chheng had 
SJSU's best time (27:02) and 
fin-
ished 35th. Trevor Marca 
recorded the second best time 
(27:13) and finished 46th. 
According to 
Marca,  the 




meet than in earlier 
meets
 this season. 
"The gap between the No. 1 
and No. 5 runners was only two
 
minutes and 41 seconds,
 which 
is a big improvement from the 
previous meet,"
 he said. 
Women's soccer 
The Spartans are now 1-9 
overall and 0-1 in the WAC. 
The team finished fourth and 
last in the 
Husky Nike 
Invitational tournament in 
Seattle, Wash., over the week-
end. The Spartans had two 1-0 
losses, to Washington on Friday 
and to 
Portland  on Saturday. 
Portland won the tournament. 
SJSU plays San Diego State 
University 
in San Diego Friday. 
Compiled by Asa Bexell. 




Bruno  Contreras, 
defensive lineman Daniel 
Mauga, 
running back Roger 
Ratliff and safety Luke 
LaHerran  have all seen play-
ing time 





 Chris Fe'esago and 





who are seeing their first
 
Division I -A football action. 
"I'm kind of jealous," wide 
receiver Gabe Payne said about 
all the young talent being able to 
"grow up" together. "It's a big 
thing to be able to work together 
for (three 
or four) years." 
LeBlanc said one of the rea-
sons he came to SJSU
 was the 
potential he saw on the team. 
"I came to the home games 
and 
followed the program and 
felt it was on the rise," LeBlanc 
said. "It (the program) doesn't 
get any respect. Winning will get 
the respect." 
He said 
two  keys to turning 
the program around are the 
youth, especially quarterbacks 




and  I room on the 
road together and are going to 
get together after the season," he 
said. 
"We're
 gonna get 
better. 
We're gonna  grow together." 
The veteran influence from 
people
 like Payne helped 
LeBlanc make the transition 
from high school to college a bit 
easier.  
"Gabe called me 
this summer 
to see if everything was all 
right," 
LeBlanc  said. 
Payne and LeBlanc first met 
on 
Casey's
 recruiting trip and 
was like a little pup," according 
to 
Payne.  
"I showed him the ropes, 
introduced him around," Payne 
said, adding that he didn't have 
anyone to tag 
along with his first 
year at 
SJSU.  "Eric (Ruhle) and I 
kind of took care of each other."
 
Being welcomed by 
an estab-
lished player might have been 
appreciated by LeBlanc, but it 
wasn't a 
concept
 he was unfamil-
iar with. During
 the summer 
LeBlanc made a call to an incom-
ing 
freshman at Bellarmine to 
make sure he was 
getting along 
all right and to answer any ques-
tions. The 
freshman  he called, 
Ryan





"Every incoming freshman 
gets a call," LeBlanc said. "I 
knew he played soccer, and I 
gave him a 
call to see how he 
was getting along." 
A 
phone  call Baldwin said 
showed the class of 
LeBlanc.  
Lubick said
 the "Bellarmine 
factor" is an added bonus for the 
Kitrh Di. I  a laird/ Spat ran Daily 
Eighteen -year -old Casey 
LeBlanc,
 a freshman business major, is 
the Spartan football 
team's  new wide receiver. LeBlanc made an 
impressive debut earlier this season when 
he
 caught a kickoff and 
carried it to the 
end zone for a touchdown in 





"Kids from Bellarmine and De 
La Salle Wave Loverne) bring 
a 






"I've never heard him com-
plain once about his knee," he 
said "He works hard. He doesn't 
do anything hallassed but still 
keeps things light." 
LeBlanc said he'd like to try 
his hand at baseball  he was a 
dazzling center fielder at 
liellarmine  but figures
 he'll 
get out from behind the learning 
curve for football first. 
"I'm open 
to
 playing baseball, 
but probably 
not this year," 
LeBlanc said. "I want to play 
spring ball and catch up." 
After that,
 watc.h out. SJSU 
just might be able to boast of the 
next two -sport athlete. 
Outcast
 DeBartolo wants
 his 49ers 
back  
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)  
Now that he's pleaded guilty to 
failing to report an alleged extor-







He's going to have to be 
patient, because it could be 
months before he finds out. 
Already removed 
from  club 








 DeBartolo moved 
toward 
closure  with Tuesday's 
plea bargain. 
He




in court, his 
lawyer  
portrayed him 
















he has little say in the 
matter. 
It will be decided by 
NFL 
commissioner Paul Tagliabue. 
"That's not in our 
hands,"
 he 
said Tuesday after entering the 


























































































































































 on the outcome 
could be the 
team's proposed 
$525 million combination stadi-
um -shopping mall 
project
 to 
replace aging 3Com Park, which 
has been on shaky ground 
because of concerns over rising 
costs, and the team's future in 
San Francisco because of the 
muddled ownership picture. 
Tagliabue took no immediate 
action to lift DeBartolo's 
banish-
ment. He said 
management  con-
trol of the 49ers and oversight of 
the proposed stadium project 
would remain with DeBartolo's 
sister, Denise DeBartolo York, 
and club president Larry 






agreement announced in Baton 
Rouge is an important step 
toward resolving the govern-
ment's investigation into his 
activities in Louisiana," 
Tagliabue said in a statement. 
"Until our office is able to com-
plete a thorough review of 
today's agreement and 
related
 
matters, I have directed Mr. 
DeBartolo  to continue his cur-
rent inactive status with respect 
to both




said his attorney 
plans to 
meet with NFL 
officials 
He plans 
to see them as well 
DeBartolo ceded
 control of the 
team 
to his sister last December,
 
when he became a target in a 
probe into an influence -peddling 
scheme involving the awarding 
of a riverboat
 casino license 
DeBartolo
 
and  his 
sister each 
retain a 
45 percent ownership 







that this has been, and contin 
ues to be, a very difficult time
 for 
my brother.- Mrs
 York said in a 
statement. "My 
thoughts  and 
prayers







no bearing on the 
current
 operation of the 
49ers  
"We have a great 
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strong management in place," 
she said. "We remain committed 
to the uninterrupted 
success
 of 
both the San Francisco 49ers 
and the Edward J. DeBartolo 
Cilrp." 
San Francisco
 safety Tim 
McDonald said the players 
remain supportive
 of DeBartolo. 
"We
 wish him the 
best  and 
hope he can come 
back,"  he said. 
DeBartolo reportedly claims
 
he was coerced into giving 
$400,000 to former Louisiana 
Goy 
Edwin  Edwards for his help 
in securing the 
license. He plead-
ed guilty to a felony
  failing to 
report 
the alleged extortion  
and was fined $1 million and put 
on probation.
 He also has agreed
 
to testify 
against Edwards, who 
has not 
been
 charged but 




Hamill, said he didn't think 
DeBartolo
 would be subject 
to
 
any sanctions from the 
NFL 
because
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HOMECOMIlilr: a 
A WAC FIRST PLACE SHOWDOWN1 
SPARTANS  vs. 
RICE 







5,000 Mg SIMI STUDENT TICKETS
 




HOMECOMING ''S CAW -PLAN 
 F_RIDAY_NIOHT PEP_RALIY 
I3 pm to 10 
pm in 
the  East Field
 next to 










 See the 











vav rides to and from the 
ratty every 











MEE t-Shir1S your 
own seating section, 
arid,
 
chanrak  to run out with 
the Warn 
by pining the NEW  SPARTAN AWAY! 
MAO Iltudonto only: Hong 
ohm:NM
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imitates  dinosaur 





backyard  of the Child 
Development Lab Preschool 
Sarah Orr/ Special 
to
 the Spit rim 0.oR 
The class is for child development majors to gain 
practical
 experi-
ence with children. At the end of the semester each student has to 
write an 




























 with the SJSU Band 
Meet the Cheerleaders 








to and from the 
Business 
Tower  Lot 
and the 
event  
until  11 
00 
PM 







 in the 
AS Business
 Office, 
Student Union Rm 
235  





We want you there! 
For 
more  info call 408.924.6262 or go to the AS Government
 Office,  Student Union Room 360 
AS" 
















 in some 
key  California 
races  next 
month,











 to his latest 
survey and 




rolls, that 44 
percent of 
eligible
 adults will 
vote
 in the November 
general  










 Republicans  in 
California by 
about  45 percent to 
37 percent, the 
gap may be 
smaller 
among likely voters  
45 
percent
 to 40 percent. 
Also, he said, Democrats have 
more to lose, since they current-
ly hold six of the eight House 
seats
 in close 
contention.
 
This latest Field Poll, of 916 
registered voters conducted 
Sept. 27 through Oct. 
4,
 has a 
margin of error of 3 
to 7 percent 


















































































 the 21 
percent 





























 them to 
vote for 
Democrats.
 On these 
findings,
 there is 
a 7 percent 







 but they all 
suggest  the 
same  thing," 
DiCamillo  said. 
"You would 
have  to say that at 
this 
point, all of these elements
 
augur 




























( It, 17.V. 
December 
'98,
 May & 
August  '99 
Grads
 
Obtain  interviews that can 























industrial  Technologies Novellus Systems Inc 
Applied 
Srgnal  Technology 
Pacific
 
Gas  & Electric Co 

















A .net Inc 
Bereft Consultants
 
BT Office Products 
Internotronal  
Coltrans 
CISCO Systems, Inc 
City of Stockton 
Condor Systems Inc 
Cutlet -Hammer, Inc 
Dept of 
Health  & Human 
Services 






















HA! Computer Systems, A 
























Mervyn s California 
Raychem Corp 
Rovtheon 
Systems  Co 
Read -Rite Corp 













Graphics  Computer Systems 
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place sign routes 
in Silicon 
Valley 



























 application & information. 
TELEMARKETING
 
No Nights/  
Weekends 
Ideal for students. 











RECEPTION/BABY CARE Tue 
Thur. 1-5. 
Small acct office in VASON 
Glen. Light phones, exp w/infants. 
16/hr. Call 408286-7355. 
BEHAVIORAL TUTOR afternoons 
about 15 hrs/week.
 Work w/ 4 
year old 
boy  w/autism. Major 
focus on 
play







 the best coffee beans 
and the best human
 beans. Our 
South 
Bay  stores are 
currently  
interviewing  for part-time (21-35 
hrs/wk)




















 Apply at 2035 
Camden  
Avenue,
 1.330 El 
Paseo. or 1140 
Lincoln Avenue, Suite C in 
San 
Jose, or 798.1 
Blossom  Hill Road 
in Los Gatos: or 
send your 




 Coffee & Tea, 
P.O.  Box 
12509,




 from people of 
all 








PART-TIME LUNCIMME DRIVER 
for short-tnp  delivery at San
 Jose 
restaurant. Car needed. $25.00/ 
day + 
Tips,  5 days per week, 
1130-2:00. Bring your books! 
358-2525. 
HELP NEEDED FOR (CPDEs) 
Computational 
Partial
 Diff. EQU. 
650-369-0831
 Go:d corrpensatixt 
ADMIN NEEDED 
Fast growing 
promotional  products 




 person to work 
1525  hours/week. Duties include 
a variety 
of administrative tasks. 
Flexible
 hrs/days. $8.50 per hour. 
Fax resume to 408.866-0749  or 
Call 408-8687000. 
PINE 
CONE LUMBER CO.. A first-
class 




commercial  driver's license 
arid 
experience
 are helpful 






 Thanksgiving and 
start  
again 
in the spring, going 
to 
full-time




must  be able 
to lift 
60+ lbs. 









































































people  to 
work  with 
tools  
 Part 






















 Seri Jose 



























Mon.  - Fri. Barn to 
5pm. 
1404 So. 
7th St. San Jose 

















































 vision & 
retirement
 plan





 will be conducted at 
the
 OnCampus Job Fab October 
8, 1995. Interview appointments 
are  limited so sign-up early! Inter-
views are limited 
to graduating 
seniors  and alumni. For more 
details obtain a 
brochure
 from the 
Career Center






Seeking Dedicated Instructor for 








1-800-472-4362 ext. 245/297. 
PAVE MONEY FON, NOT INIMIDAY 
Rapidly growing NYSE communise 
lions
 co. seeking 
self-starters
 who 
are looking for fun and money. 
Part-time /full-time. Flexible hours. 
Training provided. Call for 
more 
info: 408.2956066.  




AmeriCorp National Service Volt/tear 
We
 need 
enthusiastic  young 
adults






school students in the San 
Jose 
area. Interested 
individuals will be 
able to 






interested:  Call 
Wye) Wiecknei3r Resew Gransbeuy 
(408)918-1013. 
San Jose Conservation Corp 
INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE 
Northwestern Mutual
 Life Will be 
on Campus
 Oct. 1 & 2 in front 
of the 
Student




INSTRUCTOR/1J FE GUARD 
Central
 YMCA. Close to SJSU. 
Flexible 
hours.





is hiring Teachers, Aides & Subs 
for their 
School  Age Child 
Care  
Centers in San Jose. BX. CD. 
Psych, Soc.
 or Rec units req. 
We 








If you ale 
interested call 
(408) 283-9200 ext. 21. 
DAYCARE
 / TUTOR 
Seeking
 P/T after -school care for 




$8- $10/hr. Valid 
CDL  required. 
4082650423. 
TEACHTTINRC SCHOOL PART 11ME 
weeends
 & evenings. No exparienoe
 
necessary. Follow
 our lesson plan. 










 St. San Jose. 
GOLF
 RETAILER in 
Santa Clara 








Flexible hours. Cal 650/5335616.
 
 TEACHER







or Cadential NOT 
Required  
Opportunity 












10 year old boy. Car/CDL retd. 
No Smoking.
 English speaking. 
Refaences. 
EaM San Jose Footles. 






















hour (average). Flexible, will work 
around you school
 schedule. 
Looking for people for the 
Fremont
 
area.  Lots of fun and 
earn good money. 
Call: (408) 
867-7275 Receptionist will 
connect 
you  to our 
voicemail. 









lab. am & pm shifts 
available. 
Mail resumes
 to: 1304 Saratoga 
Ave. San Jose, CA 95129. Attn: 




P/T, perform fun 
science  parties 
on weekend days. Great Pay 
+ lips! 
You pick days. We train. Call: 
Mad Science at 408.262-5437. 
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
 
We are looking for students 
to teach driving full/part 
time. 
Will train.
 Must be 21. 
$9.00 
to
 start. Call 363-4182. 
RECEPTIONIST
 







Degree not required. One of the 
largest telemunications cos. 
in america needs you. Terrific 
opportunity
 for aggressive 
self-starters
 to own their 
own 
business. Full or part-time.
 
Call
 now: (408) 7935151. 
SPORTS/CAMP PROG. DIR. FT 
pox rasp for yr round youth/adult 
sports leagues & summer 
day 
camp. 
Resp inci  budg des, mkting, 
communty/volunteer relations,  
prog mgmt. Prey exper req'd,
 
BS/BA. Bilingual a plus. Resumes
 
to Tim Kerrihard, Central YMCA, 






remodeling  our stores 
in 
San Jose and 
Milpitas!  
MI Oporto; a New Sloe 
ii Nb.erriaer 
at 3457
 McKee Rd. San Jose! 
Positions Available: 






*GM Clerk West/Seafood Clerks 
All positions offer competitive pay 
and a full benefits 
package!  
Please see store manager for an 
application at the following °carats: 
3251 So.White R1 San Jcee 
3475 Ardree RI. Sze Jose 
1070 Story  Rd. San Jose 
1641 N. 
Capitol Ave San Jcee 
215W. Calaveras B. Iveptas 
To promote a drug-free work 
environment, we do pre-emproyrrers 
ckug testing 







Great for Students! 
Serving Downtown Sarilose. 




 St. San Jose. 
OUTREACH
 Youth Spode Cooed. 
PT position 20-25 hrs/wk 
direct-
ing youth sports 
leagues  at Luther 
Burbank School. 
Hours are after 
school,  
noon
-time, evenings & 




dev & evals. Work 
with 
vols & 
community  in collaboration
 
thru Restorative 






Tim Nerrihard,  
Central  
YMCA, 1717 The 
Alameda  95126. 
EARN EXTRA















650-324-1900. M.E. 8-4:30 
GROOMER%  ASST/KINNIEL 
needed for small,  exclusive shop 
and kennel. 
PT, Tues-Sat. Must 
be reliable, 
honest,
 able to do 
physical work. Exp. working 
w/dogs  preferred, but will train. 
Great oppty 
for
 dog loveri $6.50 hr. 
Can FAX resume to 408/377-0109 




Great Job for Students. 
F/T
 
or P/T  All Shifts Available 
Permanent Shifts di Schedules 
Top Pay w/ Many 
Benefits! 
Call or apply in person. 
(408)286-5880 
555 D Meridian Ave. SJ. 
batman 
Sa 
Calos & Pariancor, 
idle Cad arid Rey Safe. 
SECURITY 
Abcom Private Security 
We will train you. 
Student Friendly.
 






$11.00/1111  TO START 
Open 5 days,
 no wkends, till
 2pm 
Apply 848 N. First St. San Jose 
NEED A 
JOB,
 FINANCIAL AID 
OR A PAID INTERNSHIP? 
Call 
now  for part time or 




Make SS /Support the Ms. 
Season tickets to our local 
theatre are going 
like  hotcakes. 
I need more 
staff-
 fast! Hourly + 








now,  exp. nec. 
408/2839144,
 Power Personnel 
USE A PHONE LATELY? 
Licensed public utility.
 NY stock 
exchange telecomrninications 
company 
is looking for you. 
Earn unlimited 









Women ages 21-32, Healthy. 
Responsible,  
All Nationalities. 
Give  the 
Gift  of 
Life!!!
 
$3,300 stipend & expenses paid 
We especially need 
Japanese
 and Chinese Donors.
 
PLEASE 






sell discount subcriptions to Bay 
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. 
Flexible hrs, 9am-9pm. Downtown 
near lightrail 
-4
 blocks from SJSU. 
Hourly 
$8




K-8 school seeks responsible 
individuals for extended daycare.
 
P/Tin the 
afternoon.  No ECE units 
required. Previous
 experience with 
children preferred. 
Please  call 





 & benefits, med/dental
 
vacation/sick 
pay,  prof. des. 
a. 
ratio 1:9, beautiful
 park -like 
playground,  
strong  team 
environment!  Min. 1.2 ECE units. 
Enjoy 




 Preschool 3787805. 










from  2.6pm. M -F during 
the 
school 
year.  Some  P/T 
moming  
positions 
available  from 
approx.
 
F/T during  summer dry 
camp prog. 
/ant salary, no ECE 
units req. Los 





TEACHER  OPPORTUNITIES, high 








 Flexible PT/FT positions 
 Days, Eves, Weekends 
 Team Environment 
 Min 6 ECE 
required
 







 the Bay Area 
KidsPark 
28.11929,
 Fax 260-7386 
VALETPARKERS - Valets needed 
for P/T eves & weekends. Fun, 
flexible  job during school. Park 
cars 
for weddings, parties and 
special events in the Los Gatos 
area. Must be outgoing, 
friendly,
 
and neat in appearance. No 
previous experience nec. 
Must
 be 
able to drive 
a 5 sp and have a 
valid CDL and your own transp. 
Earn up to $12.00/hr with
 Tips. 
Call  Michael 0 Golden Gate Valet 
($OO)  1125,3$71. 
WINNER TRAIME-laNniarkethig 
firm needs energetic person to 
train 
and motivate sales reps. 
20-36 hrs. wk. Salary + bonus. 
Downtown San tee. 408/4940200. 
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY 
PLUS 
seeking Infant. Toddler, and 
Pieschcd Testes and Aides. F/T & 
P/T positions mailable. 
Substitute 
positions 
are  also available that 
offer flexible hours. ECE units are 
required for teacher positions 
but 




Development majors. Please call 
Cathy for an interiew at 2441968 
or fax resume to 248-7350. 
MDIUMEW
 
SPACIOUS 1  2 BORM 
APTS.  
Live in luxury and walk to school! 
We offer a pool, spa, sauna. 
full
 
gym, on site management,
 all 
appliances included, central A/C. 
Stop by today
 for a tour. 
Open 









 type building 
 Secure 
Parking  
 Close To 
Campus  










 2 SHANE 2 BR/IIA 
Apt $497/mo + 1/2 util. 8 miles 
from SJSU. Female preferred. NS, 
2 pools. Cal Christina
 2438.
 
5000+ SQ. FT. CUSTOM
 HOME 
to share in Si, 
located  on a 
2 1/2 acre lot 
with panoramic 
view, 10 miles from campus. 
$600/nvo+util. 408-296-8000x11  






who wish to 
excel








Intermediate or Advanced. Learn 
any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock. 
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or 
Folk. 
Call Bill at 408-298-6124. 
UMM 
UNDY HOP  ZYDECO
 DANCES, 
some Fridays. 
at First Christian, 
80
 S. Fifth St. Call 408-356-1375. 
UNDY HOP DANCE
 WORKSHOP 
Rob & Diane at First 
Christian  
Church,










MOW HOME  LOW SPACE RENT 
for sale. Near SJSU 2bdrrn/lba. 




ASPIRE  AfT, A/C, 
60k mi. Extra clean,
 looks like 
new) $5595. (408)227-6596. 
91 ACURA Integra LS $6300/obo  
5speed. 93k ml,  black, 
sunroof, 
ps. mi. cruise. 
408-924-1467.
 
91 WHT TOYOTA 4X4 5R5 $7K 
Xlnt coml. New clutch & 31 in. tires. 
Caret stereo. Brent 510490-7253. 
SPORTS/THRILLS 
SNOWBOARD-BURTON 1,49 with 
Burton Bindings. Good condition. 
1200. 
Call
 Paula 408.244-4200. 
CANIPUS as 





the SJSU Ski & 
Snowboard Club. Includes 
flight out of 
Si,
 full condos 5 
night stay, 4 of 5 day lift 
pass, 2 hot tubs, parties & great 
snow. Students & non -students. 
Call Mark at 
408-292-0955.  
IIMBINEG 
MATH  SCIENCE TUTOR needed 
for one 11 year old gid 2 Hours 
per week, $20. 408-928-3516 or 
238-4633. 
HELP NEEDED FOR (CPDEs) 
Computational Partial Din, Equ. 
6501680831. Gcod compensation. 
ENGLISH EDITING  TUTORING 
Experienced with the needs of 
Foreign 
Students.  
Credentialed  Teacher & M.A. 
Go To: vnwy.MyEditor.com 
Ard/Or Cal Jessica 408/978-8034 
SJSU Alumni & Member of SOUL: 
Save Our University Library. 
BILINGUAL TUTORIAL Comm 
Math:  Algebra Geometry 
















"Science  Health with Key to 
the Scriptures"
 by Mary Baker 
Eddy teaches how the power 
of prayer can help you 
achieve greater health and 
well-being. It 
remains  a 
classic volume on 
spirituality  
and 
healing.  Available at 
bookstores, libraries and
 
Christian Science Reading 
Rooms. Call 408/867-8255. 
64411111ANGE 
AUTO INSURANCE 
Campus Insurance Service 
Special Student Programs 
Serving SJSU for 20 years 
'Great 
Rates  for Good Drivers" 
'Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS: 
'Good 
Students'  "Educators" 
'Engineers" "Scientists" 









CLASSIFIED  - LOCAL 
RATES FOR 
NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
 
Print your 
ad here. Line is 30 spaces,
 including letters, numbers, 


































$10 $12 $14 
$1
 for each 
additional  
hue.  
Afar the filti day,
 
rate inrxesses by $1 per day. 
Peal 
(25spaces)  
eel In bred for
















 10-14 lines: S90 











Send check co 






Sw Joss, CA 
Sti1:1279  
 Osesilled desk 
located in Daigle Bombe Hell, Room 209, 
 Deadline: 10:00 a.m. two weekleys before publosion. 
 Made we prepsid.  No 
refunds
 on canosisd ads. 
 Rau tor caraways publications delse only. 
 
QUESTIONS?
 CALL (4011)9E44277 




_Campus Clubs  





_Events' _Real  
ENO 
_Announcements'  _Santa' 


























available  for these classifications. $5.00
 for s3 Nn  ad 
for 3 days.





















Have your papers inspected for 
organizational and vanvnatical 
errors.  Prices vary according 
to length of paper. 
Call for a price quote today! 









ghostwriting.  Essays, application 
statements, 
reports.  etc. 








PROFESSIONAL  RESUMES. 







 RESUME on as WEB 





PDM Graphics, 225 Corning Ave 
Milpitas,
 CA 95035. 
Send 
salary req. + F/T or P/T. 
Save money and time! 
Recruiters 
call you directly! 
We accept 
credit  cards. 
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I 
Only 
$57.00
 per year. 
Save 30%- 60% 
on 
your
 dental needs. 
For info call 1-800-655.3225. 
HEAL7H & BEAUTY 
MEN  WOMEN 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop
 shaving, waxing, tweezing
 
or 
using  chemicals. Let us 
permanently
 remove your 
unwanted
 hair. Back - Chest Lip 
- Bikini Chin - Tummy
 etc. 
Students & faculty receive 15% 
discount.
 first
 appt. 1/2 
price  if 
made before 12/31/98. 
Hair Today Gone 
Tomorrow,  
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, Cnitil. 
(4011) 379-3500. 
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC 





UYour  own probe or disposable. 
335 
S.














APA.  Tape 
transcription.  Fax machine. 
Experienced, dependable,
 quick 

















applications  for med/law 











 Thesis, Term 
Papers,  
Nursing.
 Group Protects, 
rearms. Al 
Formats,  Specializing 














sell & trade computers, 
486. 
Pentium,  Mac. & 
Notebooks. 
Refurb'd  equipment is 
warranted.
 





Prospect  Rd. SI between 





these columns may refer the 
reader to speclic telephone 
numbers 












 contacts, they 
should require complete 
Information before sending 
money for goods or services.
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2 Seize power 32 
Wildebeest  




























7 Love. in 
Pans
 39 W. 
Hemisphere  
48 Step 

























































 part 50 Stock or bond 
64 Crack the case 
23 Like
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Party  
54 Lift 






29 Greek letter constellation 






























































Han Chen, a graduate student, is 
expecting a phone call from an Arthur 
Andersen employer
 in the near future. 
Chen was one of 175 students who 
went to the opening day of the On 
Campus Recruiting Job Fair held in 
the Umunhum Room of the San Jose 
State University Student Union on 
Tuesday.
 
"I'm looking at an internship right 
now," Chen said. be graduating in 
June of 1999." 
It will take Chen one year to finish 
her master's degree. It's also her first 
year in the United States. 
'This is the perfect opportunity for 
me," she said. 
Sixteen accounting
 firms came to 






 said she expected about 
200 students visiting on the first day. 
'This is a very focused 
event,"  she 
said. "I'm happy 
with  the turnout (of 
this job fair) so far. 
We
 have both local 
and national firms (attending.)" 
According to Peck, most of these 
accounting firms 
will  be back next fall 





 BDO Seidman 
of San Jose, said they had received sev-
eral résumés only 20 minutes after 
they had started. 
"We have jobs both for right now and 
next year," Moore said. "Right
 now 
there are five openings." 
According to McDonald, the compa-
ny will call 
anybody
 who has turned in 
resumes and who fits the requirements 
of the position offered. There are also 
internships available. 
"We prefer accounting majors, but 




 with Martin, Stavolone 
& Co., said there are a number of 
things they look 












 at an information table with other 
certified public accounting
 firms. The Umunhum 
packed with prospective 
employers
 and 
"We look at grades, but only to 
a cer-
tain level," he said. 
"A
 4.0 (GPA) isn't 
necessary. 
He
 or she needs to be a nice 
person to get involved
 with ... past 
work experience is also important."
 
According
 to Inouye, there are 
sever-
al openings with 
Martin,  Stavolone & 








recruiters from local and
 national 
Room in the Student  Union was 
suit -clad students
 with resumes in hand. 
Accounting major Tom Phuong will 
be going to all three days of the recruit-
ing fair. 
"There are 10-15 openings for the 
tax program with KPMG (Peat 
Marwick)," he said. "I'm looking for an 
internship right now but would be 
interested  in (a full-time position.)" 
Rosalinda Garza/ Spartan Daily 
According to 
Irene Peck, recruiting services 
coordinator  at the San Jose State 
University Career 
Center,  the first day of the job fair was for 
graduating  seniors and 
graduate students in accounting,
 finance and other areas of 
business.  
The On Campus Recruiting Fair 
continues 
between
 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
today and Thursday in 
the Student 
Union 
Ballroom. These two fairs will be 
for 
students  graduating in December of 
1998 or May or August
 of 1999. 
To
 register for the job fair, students 




pink student ID to the Career Center 
in Building Q. 
The Career Expo, which 
is
 open to all 
students,
 will be held on March 10 to 
11, 1999. 
According  to Peck, this will be 
another opportunity for SJSU 
students 
to meet with employers to get
 intern-
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Trey Parker waxes climactic on 
Orgarmo,  
his outrageous spoof
 of porno for tyros. 
BY JESSICA SHAW 
--OMOVIES  
Jennifer Tilly (right) is a living
 doll 
who marries a 
deadly  one in Bride of 




 discs you may have missed. 
411) TELEVISION 
If you're laughing
 at it, a Harvard 
Lampoon
 alumnus probably 
wrote it. A 







comix  women get graphic. 
fbMULTIMEDIA  
The frat 
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 MORE DOWN 
AND  DIRTY 
than 
South Park, able 
to
 leap good taste in 
a single bound.... 
Okay,  so he won't be 
the next superhero 
to grace a lunch 
box. But the 
titular
 character of 
Orgazmo
 (due Oct. 23) 
does 
possess
 the formidable 
power  of porn. Written 
and 
directed
 by Trey Parker 
(and  coproduced by 
and  featuring 
his South Park partner,
 Matt Stone), the 
movie follows 
that classic 
movie  archetype, the 
Mormon
 martial artist 
thrust into
 the world of adult 




 a Captain Marvel
 of kink who, with 
his  sidekick, 
Choda-Boy,
 tries to 
defend
 his friend's sushi 
bar  from gangsters. A 
midnight hit at the 
1997 Toronto 
International 
Film  Festival and last 
January's Slamdance 
(the alt version of 
Sundance), the
 $1 million indie film 
has so far been 
powerless  against the 
ratings
 
board of the Motion
 Picture Association of 




raunch-fest  with a preliminary
 NC -17. Here, Parker 
puts
 it all in perspective. 
si Just how does one come up 
with a movie about a 
Mormon missionary
 who becomes a porn star?
 Our 
goal was to make really sub%
 ersiI, S.. a movie about 
porno that's really  wholesome.
 Lately. comedy has been all 
about 
taking





characters in it. and that's 
what  makes it funny. We like to 
take pretty 
normal people and 
pSit
 them in 
pnmy  f---ed-up 
sit  - 
nations.
 The whole point of 
I 
h101:M1/  is. this is the ultimate 
wholesome




 the Mormon a 
martial -arts 
expect? I have a 




had some kung 
fu element, so this is basically 





 a title like Orgazmo, a lot of people are going 






who's  in love with his 
wife, and he does something because he loves her, but 
it's the wrong thing. 
w Do you
 worry about all the dirty old men 








 make this movie
 
from people 
who  thought it could be a great titty movie. 
Hut I was like,  
no, it can't be that. The whole point
 was 
not to do that. The only
 nudity you see are guys' asses, be-
cause  that's 
just a bummer. 
n Have you soften any complaints so far? 
It's funny, 
teenage boys are going to !advance I screenings and 
they're p---wl off. The 
incrwlible 




 led to the NC -n?? It's 
insane. There's no sex.
 There's no 
violence except cartoonish kung 
fu, and it gets an NU -17. I The 







think  of Ls that it's 
got-
ta 
be the religious s---. If that's 
true, that is so f---ed 
up. Boogie 
Nights got
 an It and it 
had  full-
frontal nudity. 
In Seven a woman 
gets raped with a razor-bladed dildo.lThe MPAA pointed out 
that in Orgazmo I this guy does have a dildo on his bout 




 have to cut to receive 
an
 K 
rating],  because if 
it's something small we can just do it." Hut they said, -No, 
we can't tell you what to cut out because then we're a ern-
somhip group." It's like, dude, you ore 
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legs can possibly 
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 Had South Park become a full-blown phenomenon by 
the time you finished 





 week of 










tiefiere or cr.. canceled. mi Mr knew w e 
hail t , is 
oil:  
it . 















 you at all surprised 
by
 all the atten-






 hind  
I 
































hat Tr,. Parker 
IiiIileisis 












bits  litlitglit 
tamtlent film. 
People were 
supposed  tee go see it 
and be 
like, "Who the hell are 
these  
people,
 and what the hell 
is 
this 





 ashf you're saying 
Orgarmo's  not that good. 
No, and
 obviously if I 
was  in the boat I 
was
 in a year ago, 
I'd just be stoked it 





 circumstances. This is not my 
newest cre-
ation by any stretch. 
w Were you 
bummed
 that BASEket 
ball
 tanked? We Ilia it 
for the learning experience,
 to
 




 [Director] David Zucker
 called us the 
morning  after it opened and 
said, "It's not like. everyone
 saw 
it and then it 
nose  divedit's just that no 
one saw it." Hut 
we didn't 
care;  it certainly hasn't 
hurt
 anything for US. 
1) NOW that 
South  Park is a merchandising
 machine, the 
feature version is in 
production,  BASEketball 
posters  were 
on every bus 
stop and billboard this 
summer,  you've got 
a script to the Dumb 
and Dumber prequel in 
the works, 
and  Orgarmo is about 
to
 be released, are you 
feeling  a tad 
overexposed? Yeah. We knew
 at the ix -ginning
 if the yeiu. 
that all this was
 coming out and it was 
going  to hob like we 
wen- completely bastanlizing
 See we'll get 
ripped  
for it soil !WM 
year will come  anti things
 will mellow out. 





 go at this 





 the nice thing





 out, there's seething 
residual  leftun-
less they start releasing my 
home movies. I can just see the 
billboard:
 'The brand.new thing" Anti 
it'll  he from when I 
was,
 like, 12. "Trey Parker's 








 U.S. Comedy 
Arts
 Festival in Aspen last spring' was the coolest thing I've ever 
done. AL..,  the reason we picked 
Comedy Central for South Park 





 not really a 
fan  of comedies. I 
kind
 of like 
historical war stuff. Of all the comedies, I like the Zucker brothers' 
ipso-
 t he 
heSt...
 
STAND-UP COMICS: "I'm a big fan of Andrew Dice 
(lay.  Howard 
Stern completely ripped off his act. Stem thinks he  so clever, but 
'lay
 






 just says the most 
shocking  s--- and 
holes behind it being his character. I really hate stand-up comedy. 




Tnaly deep dean 
and undog pores, 
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That is. when the act ress 
is
 not on 
screenstealing  
:WPM'S 




Loor  or John 
Cusack  in 
BOO,:
 I 








her  speech. leaving just 
a 
smart, breathless 
purr.  Today 
she's talking about her nile in 
illClenekii. 
Universal's  




Heilloorers.  HP0, 
the $211 
million




esand post mixlernizesa 














really III/ any research for the 
part."  admits 
nib% 36. "I actually haven't seen
 the first three. But ap-
parently
 I 'Micky was pulverized in the last one, be 
cause  I play 
this girlthe 
type  whii goes to primal, 
and
 
marries  serial murdererswho pieces him 
back
 to. 
get her and wants  to 
channel 
his 





boy  next 
door.  But 
something  goes ter-
ribly
 
wrong.  and instead
 She gets 
killed  and her spirit 
goes
 into a nearby
 
doll.-  

















Tillywho  was 
raised
 in 
mind British Columbia along with eight siblings,  ine11111-
tug fellow atiress Megstuilinl drama 
wasn't  a n -
ally 
big star."
 she says. "My freshman year 
they told 1111. 
I (WO have any futior in act ing"I. 
They  continued in 
Los  






fashionpickeil  up on her 













she played a 
liumpkin-tumed-gun
 
moll in a remake 
of
 Tim, Grimm 
y 





IN THE FOURTH 
'CHILD'S  PLAY,' 
CHUCKY'S
 IN LOVEWITH KILLER
 
NEW 'BRIDE' JENNIFER TILLY 
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t',ltisI'l'S all ve casting 
choice.
-
As for the act 
awarnal
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a, at :0111 Batch,  




I 'CLA undo:grail. "EY oil though 
Tiffany's 
a homicidal maniac. there's a Yultierable littl. 
girl aspect that makes her y ery sympat heti," 
Tiny say -s she 
lot,'-
 latest script. not least 
Ii.,  its self reflexly
 . 













a,k hp Ile oil. 





 am! 'hucky 
say.. 'It's
 
a really long story. It 
would  take  
probably
 





 I'd Ayala 
Julia 
1:01.-rts  















me.'  And I say. 
Who'!'"  
Fir 







is t he 1". year old character iat,,,' 
Shill 
play .. I  
killer  Charles Lir 












voice to the Illy''. 
Will..  and 
wails.
 Biainf. skis.














flat ',out  
SI 
onderful.  









the  y 
t'or e1.1:11

















 IT. Milian, or 
an
 hour ill kill 
the doll, it  
45 minutes or an hour 
sCroillialig dill rage and 
agony."
 
Like Tilly, Di ruff is 
dearly excit-




el. Della I had 
been
 
used up. and it hasn't."
 Is' "LtivIty for me -I, even if 
it signals that all these man, post 
-Si,
 fr. slasher flicks 
may start seeming 
minutia:0y
 stale. A, %mein' puts it, 
"Sure, people will become tired of the trend. hut there'll 
always be a place for W ell 14 
.1,1 
stiiry 
with  interesting 
characters." And what this side itf Th, Iltatiis more 
compelling 
than a lair of 
iiint-size cherubic 
toys
 on a 
eniss-country  killing spree? 
Fur
 now. Tilly appears
 
ti 5 
eaving the criminal ele-
ment behind: Recently she played a popular blontl's 
blind









Wrosy  (;tio. In winter 






 pals in the comedy -drama
 RI  
7as ft., .155r See.
 Later, her voice will
 enliven an ani. 
!tutted
 version of 
EH. 






 -They'rt alrrady 
starting  on the 
next one.- she says. "I'd
 
al,s,,ltit,'l 
Iu it, because now 
I'm just a 




 I and 
squeeze into thiisi. 
tight.
 constricting outfits.





 the soundstage." 
Sounds
 as if 
she has 
ail the makings 
of
 a Sularak Quern. AUNT:mot 
The Ill 1411 ifehunela 
has, It Tiwoudn he 
harad con...1M 
talent in limb 
terns  Mark 
UM -
berg len% 
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emeleem as  
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It could be 
you  





















mum m smmu 
n s,,,mmoss 
Forget  the ultra -skinny models. 
Don't make us read a lot of copy. 
Stop  telling us what's cool. 
And don't try to talk like 
us. 




We want YOU to go 
online and vote 
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drumming and a delitiously dirty organ,
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fashion  suns, 
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Imp from just south 
of the Arctic Circle. This 
charming  
Swedish  quarters 'hits-soundtrark-influennul  connu(sit ions 
are 
shaken





("Pioneer is what you an. from love's 






is lierfect mood music 
Ea- moody auteursfrom a band that takes 
its name Blom a 
vont!. 
IS4'r on lb 
MIMI l'tilanski  films.
 -.1/orlo  lo 
HUQUOR  GIANTS Every Other Day at a Time 
Mot(ofor;  
Rock critics hang Kinks. Beatles. and Beach Ill)ys com-
parisons on so many 
mediocrities  that when a 
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 the I lash's "White
 
BUR," and 
t he Itamones. "Sheena 
Is
 a Punk Rocker" 
(among 
others)




those laugh -out -loud
 idea, that 
,ucceeds much 
better  than you might
 suspect. A, t he liner 
not  
es !mint out, the In
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packed with an 
inherent drama 
that lends itself 
to orchestral
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 TRACK OFTEN 
LEADS TO A CAREER IN TV AND MOVIES. CAN 
CHRIS 










from Saturday Night 
Lire to The Simpsons to 
Seinfeld, have honed their 
skills at The Harrard 
Lampoon, 
the I22 -year-old undergraduate 
humor magazine. The Harvard 
comedy
 mafiaa non sequitur 
just a generation
 ago, when it 
seemed








come a phrase people use in 








 his own late
-night  show. 
And 
this  fall, if all goes accord-
ing 
to





the beginnings of his own comedy 
mafia:  He's financing a Lampoon -
style
 humor magazine to be pro-

























 the work 
is 





in a box somewhere," says 
Brian  Reich, an 
Emmy-nominated writer for Letterman's and O'Brien', 
shows, The boinixon is a more 
encompassing
 experience: 
We have this mil building and these extraneous traditions, 
like hanging out and pulling pranks, that build up your sen-
sibilities." (Past courses
 in sensibility enhancement: using 
pilfered health -services stationery to request stool 
sumi 
from salmonella -fearing students, and sending hundreds of 
eager 
freshmen  counterfeit invitations t. a Hasty Pudding 
s.ktail party, when in fact the Pudding is one of Mir-
y:110's more exclusive social organizations.) 
Pollsters
 insist that this
 togetherness is the key to 
the
 
work. I luring those long hours in the Castle, staffers vie Sr 
the best punehline with the rookies trying their wits against 
the veterans. Says Reich, "If you're just a hinny guy in yi 
or
 
dorm n10111,  you don't have to work I this I hard." 
When they finally get
 around to producing pieces for 
their magazine, published around five times a year. bro.-
tion between this kind of 
preproles-
sional training ground anti getting 
into. 
Hollywood
 and New York." 
The connection is there, all right. 
say Poonsters present and past. Davit!
 
Letterman has 
hired  Lampoon grads 
for years; now on his writing team are alums Jon Becker-
man, David Javerbaum and Steve Young. Saturday Night 
Lire writer/producer Jim Downey came 
from  the Lao 
as 
won, as 
did NewsRaditi creator Paul Simms, King at. the 
Hill 
cocreator  Greg Daniels, and erstwhile Seiididd writers 
Alec Berg, Gregg Kavet, David Mandel, Dan O'Keefe.
 
Andy Robin, and Jeff Schaffer. 




colony, has employed roughly a dozen of the mag-
azine's 
staffers, including then-twentysomething 
O'Brien.
 
It's an open question whether such comedy 
saturation  can 
he duplicated at Howard. Yes, Bill 
Stephney,  Rock's partner 
in the venture, has been 
consulting
 regularly with current 
Lampoon president Matt Murrayeven asking about such 
mundane 
details  as dealing with the printerbut many 
sinsters note that administrative niceties are 
as immaterial to comedy as a rim shot. "It's not 
important that they're publishing 
a magazine," 
says movie 





president Lisa Henson. "It's more important 
that these are young people gravitating toward 
one another in that kind of culture, and that 
they have a place 
to hang out." 
Simply 




The current Harvard 
La minion 
staff,  mostly 
white,  has a male -female ratio of 
approximately 4 to 1.) During the 
intensive,
 








 read and critique. 
(If
 
the Ml or so who make the attempt, fewer 
than 10 percent typically survive the final cut: 
most of those who eventually join the staff 
have had to endure the process several times. 
once newcomers enter the Lampoon's head-
quartersa whimsical brick 
building  known 
as the 
Castle.
 with a turret like a propeller 
beanie and a stoop sticking out like a mocking 




















 from the 
beginning  
"Hercules"
 at 6PM/5C. followed by ''Xena"











at 6PM 5C 
www usanetwork com - 
lanai staffers 
do take one thing seri-
ously: their standards. Ask any
 mem-
ber why the magazine is sc. plc Pi 
he or
 
he will likely use t he phrase 






 to hone 
your natural talent." I
 
'orient staffm Erik Kenwar I igrees: 
"So 
many
 great Jimmie have come t 
hit
 nigh here that you 
really have to think about what you're 
Among  the highest -profile 
iompocat  
projects  are the 
panslies of other publicat ic ins I past targets have included 
Pic:con.E. 
Necesomk.
 En rt.nTA 
M NT WEEK I  
anti  / 'SA 71siocci. 
'The 'um s lies give 
the staff more en - 
'lacrimal, with bigger budgets and 
higher stakes," says Hens. in. "They 
have to appeal to a much bigger 
group of people 
than Harvard stu-
clents." What's mom the national Ms -
pilot ion gives the franchise and its 
staff) 'aimless exposure. 
Meanwhile. 
fueled  by 'misty
 ',thi-














MOVieS  I. the staff
 thrust" 





Castle's  (heat 
Hall. 
I 
kactils  are sparse. but campus
 lore  tells of clinch, 
smashing  






stop by to 
join

















































work. "That gin es you
 a leg up." admit s fie=
 an]. 
"Meeting 
with  agents 
also 
helps yco Si'.' 
w hat you're 
up
 
against." ( Not that the attention is always welcome: "Sol= 
times pal 
feel
 like a 
piece  I 
if nowt." 
cs 
=plains  Murray., 







staffers insist that t hey work hard to reap their mwarc Is. It's 
rarehut not unheard cifthat
 
a h ouster will go co to a 
crtits ly gig inunediately after  multi:Mon.
 
mien's this rnis-
conception that along with the




Kenwani.  "It's not like thatbut 
the  advantage is 
that you do get a realistic take on tile process of comedy 
writing." That training, he says, can encourage people to 





 iw important is the La 
tapotta
 
network?  Depends on 
whim
 you ask. Reich says that his three-you. gig at Conan 
totr Night hall little to do 
with  the fact that tooth 
men camped out at the Castle. Aparently. O'Brien has no 
particuhir preference for Monsters when selecting %miters. 
"He didn't even know 1 was on the Lanipaaa until months 




Ia  He just knows the value 
if
 
meeting new people and having dif-
ferent perspectiVeS. Reich does ad-
mit. however,
 that the Larapooa net-
work can help applicants get a second 






 got her big break 






Andy Horowitz (later the cre-
ator
 of The 
Prcoli 
Prowl'
 if Bel -Air) 
























 Group and Henson is a 
lin 
if such films as the upcoming
 
TI,,,-faf
 Al ways.  "I 
.1=1 think :awls sly ever 
got aka, from someone picking up 
a La 









 Henson. "It really
 works through the 
mop
 
dynamic.  The corny %I'M for it 





"Where  do 
you go to 
get 
Hack
 votnelly voiters? Redd
 Finn's
 friends?" The CoMedian 
found  that during his 
1990-nd stint 
an S.V
 the producem 
searehed 
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a comics shop may he the 
last 
place you'd expect to find 
womenas patrons or as 
artists
 whose work lines 
the shelves. 
Why's  that? 
lerv, three
 popular female, nonmainstream cal 
ioonists draw 
us a plet lire. 
What comics interested







lirUgStIll:V.  So 
I remember  riding there every 
,.iiturilay to 
read  the new comic books. And I 
member being really 
snobby.  I hived Superman.
 
out I hated Batman and 
the other superheroes. 
I'm really short. 
tool
 I had a real thing about
 
power. I wanted to be Mighty Mouse. 
JULDI DOUCE'
 
(Dirty  Mattel: Mostly European 
A PANEL OF WOMEN 
CARTOONISTS
 TELL HOW THEY 
LEARNED TO LOVE 
COMICS
 AND 
PROSPER IN A BOYS' CLUB 










Ibought  them]. 
and  
she was reading them as well. 
JESSICA
 ABEL I 
Art  Nan.): 
I remember 
getting  
three -packs of 
comics
 at gas stations.
 My; step-
brother










would  be. like. never. 
multi




 kind of things did you draw? 
DRESCHLER:
 The earliest I can remember was 
princesses and swans.
 Then, when I hit my Super-
man  
phase.  I got
 into 
horses. 







It's like that all over the
 world. it 
seems. But [my 




hearts  everywhere. 
ABEL: I drew pretty girls
 and hand-
nie boys. And horses, lots 
of
 horses. 
I> So what got 














but la friend I showed me his comics and a light - 
bulb went
 off over my head. It was perfect for me because 
I've 
always  been interested 
in 
stories,
 but when I sit down 
to write I get
 bored with descriptive stuff. 
DOUCET: I 
was
 in art school and really frustrated. I
 
real -
red I would never be a ;minter.  I 
ntet some guys who were 
drawing  COMICS and fanzines. si I that's what inspired me 




 I won the 
"Stinky  Babe- contest in l'eter 
liagge's 
lint. 
f in which readers were invited to send in 
self-portraits 
to win a I late with [Wire character St inky l. 
l'ete was 
gonna  be 
in Chicago. so he told 
me
 to come and 
meet him so  he could draw 
me
 and put me in his comic. I 
figured I was hot s--- and it was beyond time for Fanta-
graphics to 
publish
 it:  
isiok. 
Wrroofq.
 litn whatever. 
ts Why do you think men read more comics than women? 
DHSS:Hilt There isn't much for girls to read,  so they lose 
interest. Boys form little networks around  their stuff. 
DOUCIT: I don't 
think any girl wants
 to go into at -omit
--
hook 
store.  I mean, all those guys. they're a 
bunch 
14 geeks. 








ss Are there any difficulties for women in this industry? 
DIUISCHIER: In my itsy-bitsy orner of the industry, t here 
hasn't been anything that I can say happeni,1 
because I'm a 
woman. I haven't 
heanl 
anything  




t her...Hack in the 




DOUC1T: Then. is competition. definitely. 




 from ieigile whom*. mo.'.




who are as famous or less give me s --all the time. They tell 
me.
 "I If course. 
pain. famous hum
 nor 
you're  a 
girl.-  
And 
"Maybe I should take 






pasitively  to my 
work. My stuff. 




 me. I get letters
 from men that say. 
"Hey. wen. you a man in 
a previ. ins life'' 
CONTACTS:
 DRAWN AND QUARTERLY, 5550 JEANNE-
MANCE  ST., NO. 16, MONTREAL, 
QUEBEC,
 CANADA 142V 
4K6 (DRESCHLER, 
DOUCE*
 FANTAGRAPHICS, 7563 LAKE 
CITY WAY NE, SEATTLE, WA 9810 (ABEL) 

































 TO JOIN THE PARTY 
II AT A 1,1 
F 
20 years make.
 Way back 
in 197$, An imal 
grossed 
out  many, con-
firmed John 
Helushi
 in his 
porcine stardom,  and 
started a toga -party craze that hai
 
yet to decline and fall. 
And beginning in Septembel . an imibitious website called 
iiiiiinalhousexoni will seek to harness the iinarchic spirit of 
college students everywhere in the service 
of 110s -style 
valueslike target marketing and corporate brand loyalty. 
Touted by 
creator 
Jay Stunk as "iliie  of the Huse Lirgest 
Web
 
ventuns ever laUtielletr anilittLintAISe.coni
 offers stu-
dents an auray of 
intricately  interconnected services that's 
larger than the keg tab at Delta House: local and tuitional 
news. job boards, hurosimpes, 
personal Web-page design. 
classifieds. chat 
rooms,  games. and online commerce 
( ors:pint:Atwell,  of course, by Master('ard). The site archives 
permanent E-mail addresses ("A third
 of all college stu-
lents
 move every year"
 Samit says. "so you
 want a place 
w here people 
can find you"), and half of its content is writ 
- 
ten  by 
students, who can post everything
 front cianplaints 
about pizza parlors to frank 
evaluations  of their professors 
l'nlike stodgy, 
ailministration-run
 websites. the well.  
funded 
animalhouse.com  (whmie partners 
include Micro-
soft, Infoseek. 
and Universal, which released
 the film and 
approved 
the site)
 promises to propagate
 faster than 
a flu 
bug on the eve 
of finals. Samit claims to have 
students  
working













 log ui 
to 
the site,  it 
will  
create
 a location. 
which will continue 









 "I don't see us M 
direct  competition."
 says Torey 
Marcus,
 managing editor 




 it is successful, we 








with  students any w across the mull-
t ry, Santa stresses
 that the site is not ins, size tits all: "The 
alinnallioUSe  at NY(' is probably going to be radically 1111 
ferent from the 
animalhouse
 at Brighton Young." 




 log on to  animal-
hoUSeci OM they can lie sure that their clicking, browsing. 
and buying hell:Mill  will be scrutinized by the site's
 Spon-
sors. -Rut we're 
ct 
oIling mimes  to impale." Satint  
Says.  




to have all these won-
ierful 








 the welisite 
have  Milo with Am 
ttttt / Homo the 
movie?  Sunlit refers 
to "brand extension"





(niverisal),  and wimts 
tip
 rerelease the 
movie
 on cainplises and




 interested in 
being  an 
entreprimeur
 than a 
promoter
 
At the site. 
Sank 'toasts. 
"you can shop















 that better 
suits  the MBAs 
of
 today 
than  the 
BMW
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